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Abstract: This article discusses the endogamous marriage of Jamaah Tarbiyah in Salatiga, Central Java based on a sociological perspective. The framework of Bourdieu theory, particularly capital and habitus concept, was applied to analyze the case. Jamaah Tarbiyah was able to force the cadre to get married in endogamous system based on ‘its own capital’. But, when the system was on process sometime it run in coercive way and there was a symbolic violence. As result, the coercive way raised a habitual action (habitus). The habitus resulted a doxa as well as a heterodoxa (counter doxa) when doxa opposed to personal interest. Dialectic of the habitus, doxa, and heterodoxa influenced on the member’s social life when endogamous marriage was practiced.
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Introduction

Marriage is a bond outwardly and inwardly, which must be based on love. Love is a state of interest in one person to another, with whom he felt emotional and spiritual unity. The existence of a friendship between a man and a woman who love each other turned into a bodily state after the form tends to be rational and spiritual (Fadlullah 2000:143). Therefore, love is essentially a basic one for the domestic life realization of sakinah, mawaddah, and rahmah (mercy).

The question is then, how a matchmaking from one party to another party who may not know before but then they are united, so that the basis of love is denied? Would it bring up the issue, considering two different individuals are united that causes the frictions that may threaten the integrity of the family continuation?

In this case, the matchmaking is part of the process of endogamous marriage, considering that there is a process in the arranged marriage by bringing together two parties that basically have not known each other to be united in a marriage. If a match is made by the parties concerned only in similar tribe, class, school, even religion, then the parties perform marriages then the wedding is called endogamous marriage.

Endogamous marriage is a marriage system that requires a spouse from similar clan (one tribe or offspring) or prohibit a person to marry another one who comes from different clan/tribe (Halim 1987:43). However, the term actually has relative meaning that needs limitations for detailed explanation. The determination of these limitations depending on the interests that can be religious endogamy, village endogamy, tribe or lineage endogamy, economic endogamy, even caste endogamy. Thus, in this case, the endogamy restrictions may be extended to the direction of school, and it is practiced by Jamaah Tarbiyah.

Why the practice is done by Jamaah Tarbiyah? How is the process being operated? Then what are the social implications of such practices? Thus, this study discussed it. This study was done in Salatiga, a city that places the second rank as the most tolerant place in Indonesia. However, in the middle of an inclusive society, such exclusive practice as endogamous marriage occurs which raises its own dynamics. This is the interesting side to discuss this marriage practices in Salatiga.
In practicing this endogamous marriage, arranged marriage is a necessary thing as the matchmaking drives to the endogamous marriage. Related to this, at the level of the case, Rifi Hamdani (2013) examines the tradition of arranged marriages of the migrants from Madura Yogyakarta. Similar study was done by Eva Yulistiana Ning and Pambudi Handoyo (2015) who examine the tradition of arranged marriages in Bakeong Sumenep, Madura. Both emphasize the tradition of arranged marriages as part of the two developed logics in Madura, namely: the logic of fear and the logic of protection.

Other studies about endogamy can be seen from the restriction itself. Tribe or race endogamy can be seen from the marriage phenomenon between Arab races in Indonesia, such research was conducted by Kurnia Rizkiati in Kampung Arab (Arab village) Al Munawar Palembang (2012) and Nunung Indahyati on Arab communities in Semampir, Surabaya (2014). With the same race, but mainly focused on cultural assimilation, the study can be seen from Sri Noor Hasanah research that examines the Arab community in Ketapang in West Kalimantan (2008) and Titin Wigarti that examines the descent of Arab Condet Jakarta (2008). Ba’alawi Sada designation for the Arab community is also a concern in the subject of this endogamous marriage, and this was researched by Fathurrahman Azhari, et al. in Martapura Banjar district, South Kalimantan (2013). From some research, there are similar resemblance related to how to maintain Arabic identity in the middle of Indonesia by doing this endogamous marriage.

Aside from the perspective of race or ethnic origin, there is also research associated with the prestige of a particular group or clan. Related to this, Dedi Muhadi did research in Buntet Islamic Boarding school (pesantren) related to the matchmaking between pesantren communities (2015). The study reveals that it is about paramount prestige and dignity in arranging marriage on behalf a clan between children of religious leaders. It almost similarly happened in the endogamous marriage custom in Bali as being researched by Ni Putu Yuli Wardani (2013). Likewise, a similar picture of clan or relative endogamous marriage in village of Condong Campur, District Pejawaran, Banjarnegara was investigated by Dewi Puspita Sari (2016) that reveals such marriage is to preserve the clan lineages with different supporting coverage.
Research related to marriage system of Jamaat Tarbiyah that implemented matchmaking in Piyungan Bantul Yogyakarta was done by Habib Nana Setya Budi (2008) who only observed in the level of sharia or legal only. This of course raises the issue of adjustment between the two parties who have not known each other before. The study related to adjustments to the marriage was conducted by Ratna Sri Puspitasari (2015) and Ahmad Fauzan Awaris (2014) to spouses who fully obeyed to the authority of murabbi (matchmaker) in Jamaah Tarbiyah. In addition, in this matchmaking process, Jamaah Tarbiyah uses marriage proposal, and related to this, Benny Suryanto (2016) has analyzed from the perspective of Islamic law. This marriage proposal submission is a must, because this is where there is the process of getting to know each other. However, the use of this marriage proposal certainly does not guarantee happiness. Therefore, Dewi Rayani examined this from the psychological side of the Jamaah community (2012), whether a marriage like this brings happiness.

From various studies that have been carried over, basically, this study sought to examine the endogamous marriage from a sociological perspective. The object is Jamaah Tarbiyah in Salatiga that insists the writer to perform in-depth investigation to the perpetrators either formally or informally. Because this is a sociological research, the used analysis of course applied a sociological analysis by using the theory of capital and habitus of Pierre Bourdieu.

In this case, Bourdieu developed the concept of arena (fields) or sphere, habitus, capital, and symbolic violence. Arena is defined as a space that is structured with the rules of the functioning of its own with its own power relations. In whatever arena, the agents who occupy various available positions (or create new positions) involved in the competition to control of the typical interest or resources in the arena (Bourdieu 2010:xviii). Those who occupy certain positions can maintain or even change the configuration of power at the level of the arena (Lash 2004:263).

In the context of capital ownership, the result of the accumulation of capital will determine one’s position and status in the society. The position of the various agents in these arenas is determined by the number and relative weights of capital under their control. Capital allows people to control their own destiny and the fate of others (Ritzer
and Goodman 2010:543). Bourdieu divides the capital into four types, namely: economic capital, cultural capital, social capital, and symbolic capital (Fashri 2007:98-99).

In the arena of battle, Bourdieu also describes a fight between doxa (the dominant discourse) to the outskirts discourse that seeks to sue and challenge the dominant discourse (heterodoxa). Doxa owned by those who are in the dominant classes and have a larger capital so that they can have the power to influence others. Doxa is a discourse that is accepted as the truth and not be questioned again contributing factor. Doxa can be a custom shaped to such broader discourse as belief and ideology. Besides heterodoxa which is the discourse opponents, Bourdieu also introduces Ortodoxa, the discourse that tries to maintain doxa (Rusdiarti 2003:38).

![Scheme on Power Relation Theory of Pierre Bourdieu](image)

The Genealogy of Jamaah Tarbiyah

Jamaah Tarbiyah is a religious community that became the ideological child of the Muslim Brotherhood (Ihwanul Muslimin/IM) in Egypt. Its genealogy comes from the movement dissemination of IM to the whole world, so that his spirit was up to Indonesia. IM ideology into Indonesia brought by Indonesian students who studied in Egypt and had in contact with the Muslim Brotherhood movement (van Bruinessen, 2002). They spread manhaj (method) propaganda of IM to the academicians in college in the form of da’wah (preaching) movement (Grace 2009:76).
In this dissemination, DDII role is very important. DDII is Masjumi transformation, which felt a failure to preach through political struggle that led to the dissolution (van Bruinessen 2002). With these facts, the figures of DDII choose the path of the revitalization by initiating the birth of the Islamic social movements on campuses. These new social movements are relatively immune from state control. Mosques in the secular campus were chosen as the headquarters of the Islamic social movement fostered by DDII (Latif 2005:391).

This campus missionary movement is the forerunner of Jamaah Tarbiyah in Indonesia. It is powered by two factors: First, the emergence of groups of young people who have high morale in studying and practicing Islam, in response to the political pressure of the New Order government against Muslims. Second, the existence of a public sphere is relatively roomy, named mosque or campus prayer room, where the idealism of youth Islam experienced ideal seedbed and rapid germination (Damanik 2002:63).

In the movement on campus, DDII formed *Mujahid Da'wah Training* (LMD) at ITB (Grace 2009:84). From this LMD, it formed and spread across large and famous campuses in Indonesia, such as UI, IPB, UGM, UNAIR, and so forth. From this phase, the cadres of Jamaah Tarbiyah printed early and later became early leaders of Jamaah Tarbiyah. In the post-New Order, this group gave birth to Justice Party on July 20, 1998 and then morphed into a PKS on April 20, 2002. KAMMI which is the organization of Jamaah movement at the student level, although it is not in one command organizational of IM also was formed on March 29, 1998 in conjunction with the holding of the College Gathering Preaching Forum (FSLDK) X at the University of Muhammadiyah Malang (Grace 2009:123-124).

From the above discussion, Jamaah Tarbiyah is an ideological child of IM formed by the LDK on campus, and then through FSLDK, Jamaah Tarbiyah manifests this through KAMMI and PKS. Thus it can be said that Jamaah Tarbiyah is a great house for LDK, FSLD, KAMMI and PKS. LDK and Jamaah Tarbiyah is an integral part as jargon prevailing among them is *al-Jamā‘ah al-hizb hiya al-hizb wa huwa al-Jamā‘ah*, which means PKS is Jama’ah (Jama’ah Tarbiyah) and vice versa Jama’ah is the Party. Thus Jama’ah Tarbiyah is PKS. As an
ideological political organization, it has a very structured and tiered cadres levelling to obtain militant and exclusive cadres.

**Militancy and Power: The Reason of Endogamy Marriage of Jamaah Tarbiyah Salatiga**

The nature of militant and exclusive cadre system creates opportunities toward the movement of endogamy marriage amongst the Jamaah Tarbiyah people. Militants cadres may open an easy way for “coercive” step that there is an exclusive adherence toward this marriage rules for those cadres. There is a developed doctrine that a marriage among this organization fellows is the best way to be able to spread the organization propaganda. This is what will save the generation from various regeneration disorders. Three things to be considered: first, maintaining manhaj and concept of the organization. Second, marrying someone outside the organization is considered denying the clan so it will not get the blessing. Third, keeping tarbiyah (the teaching), ukhuwwah (brotherhood) and aqidah (creed) of Jamaah Tarbiyah due to the creed and harakah should always be running.

Due to those reasons, Jamaat Tarbiyah also has the power and provides rules that the cadres should marry other fellows from similar school. To note, this is not applied in writing but this is suggested. Related to this, informant HHS said:

“For myself, to make this into something obliged is too hard. And I think it is not an obligation but this is something motivated. Because it also can make us stay awake but also further it strengthens the organization. Here, we have been given the material so that we can think of getting a trully tarbiyah partner. “It is also similarly shared by informant N, who states that” The liability in writing does not exist but usually there is an oral direction to keep fikroh (concept) and mission and vision in order to maintain the Rabbani generation whose vision and mission is similar.”

Nevertheless, the suggestion could be interpreted as a “force” suggestion. This has been told by informant GY, when he says:

“If a policy requiring a marriage between fellow cadres, for me, this is not something negative. This is about a suggestion. Looking for a mate who is also a fellow cadre is to know who he/she is and where he/she comes from. Based on my experience from the preaching of murabbi that ‘it is substantially possible to marry a fellow cadres’. So it’s not an
absolute obligation. In Tarbiyah, there is specific guidelines on how we select a mate, then how to develop a cadre through matchmaking. Because it may be known history of cadres from the matchmaking.”

Although it is only a suggestion, but for anyone who violates the suggestion, the perpetrator will get a continued warning, exclusion, and even sanction. Although this is not being admitted, but there are cases where sanctions were experienced by cadres. These were experienced by informant N and informant A. Informant N was an active cadre of the organization who later came out after he married to the daughter of a prominent NU. He said:

“Usually the tarbiyah people who get a couple from different school sometimes would be indirectly become the subject of gossip. Moreover, the brothers who got partners who are not in one clan are going to get more negative judgement as because the stock for sisters is a lot. Ikhwan (male) are free to choose the desired sisters but why they chose the outsiders. According to their language, if there were those who were raedy, why should you choose others. “

While informant A, an active sister of the organization state that the sanctions are even more systematic. Although there is a proclamation as she is a sister within the organization, but she is being gossiped and experiences a satire of uncomfortable experience. Threats are also posed by her male preachers. In her narration:

“If you respect me (murabbi) please cancel your wedding and I (murabbi) will find one better. However I was not too obedient and still maintained my opinion. After that I crashed with my murabbi, even my friend, another fellow (who married to someone who is not a fellow) but from a different murabbi, was ostracized and punished”

However, compared to other regions, Salatiga is still permissive associated with this endogamy marriage recommendation. This is because the regeneration process is still in the stage of growth and development, resulting in the slack of a “must” suggestion of the endogamous marriage practices. In this case, there is no compulsion for cadres, but the marriage is still recommended to do no matter where cadres are. Thus, there are dynamics that occur in the practice of endogamous marriage in Salatiga. Moreover, the marriage practice in Jamaah tarbiyah is not formally announced that contains written provisions. The endogamous marriage is conducted under the verbal provisions which is then used as a convention that should be adhered
by all the members and cadres of Jamaah Tarbiyah. It is based on the informant L narration. According to him:

“In Salatiga it tends not as tight as in other areas. There is only such advisory and suggestion and far from the stage of suppression. But this is obliged in West Java to marry a fellow. If someone marries to different fellow, sanctions will be given though this is not something direct. She/He could be expelled from the Jammah, because he/she is not obedient to the leader. And the expelling system of members from the congregation is also based on verse, namely that if there is a disobedient member, God will replace him/her with someone better.”

However, sanctions against the perpetrators depends on the attitude and the decision of murabbi/murabbi’ah. Murabbi/murabbi’ah can give a reprimand, exclusion, or even sanction, and it depends on the context of what happened. However, the level of knowledge and the militancy of cadres also have a significant influence on the practice of this endogamous marriage. If the manhaj (way) awareness was high, of course, the practice of this match will take place properly, so murabbi/murabbi’ah will stay finding, directing and facilitating. It is based on the informant IT narration who states that, “If he has a good and strong understanding then it will not happen like that. Unless the cadres are beginners so that it can’t be tolerated.”

This matchmaking between Jamaah Tarbiyah fellows is something important thing to do. The purpose of regeneration is the most important thing, it is also about maintaining and spreading the teaching of Jamaah Tarbiyah in every facet of the cadres’ life. This is in line with the narration of GY:

“Surely it would be more solid, stronger and developed. Moreover, the cadre system is number one. So, if the cadre does not work, then it will be lost / broken. So the cadre system or inheritance is especially if between cadres are united. So, it will strengthen and guide the younger siblings so that the next generation can take it and use it as a reference. Because, for example, when there are cadres who need information, it will be difficult to inform this if there were no ancestors who were experienced the matter. “

To note, the aim is to be able to obtain substantial harmony and happiness in marriage. This is due to the similarity of the creed and the teaching so that there is an understanding of the rights and responsibilities of each in accordance with what has been taught in this
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Tarbiyah. It is based on the narration of IT that:

“The ultimate goal is to have more harmonious life in future. Then later, there was not a problem between cadres. So it should be a mutual understanding from fellows. Then the other objectives is that the growth of the cadre is more connected to reach the faster targets.”

It is also strongly related to how the adjustment process from matchmaking can run well. In this case, there are ideals that are expected to happen, and it certainly could be met with a couple who is from similar creed and teaching. Because for Jamaah Tarbiyah, the best couple is a couple who are from similar school. Outside the manhaj and concept of the organization, ideals will never be found, because it is at different tracks and interests. This is the background why Jamaah Tarbiyah forwards the concept of kafa’ah of a clan of endogamy marriage. The idealized partner will have the same values and the same thinking in developing the household life. That’s why, despite having different walks of life, by having similar values and interests in establishing family life in accordance with the ways of this Jamaah, the differences in the background will be minimized.

Therefore, in order to get a similar clan spouse, endogamous marriage should be done, so that the purpose of the wedding itself can be reached and at the same time maintaining and preserving the lives of Jamaah ways in the family. It is shared by informant A who states that one stream marriage is definitely true.

Thus, the endogamous marriage is done of course for the interest of Jamaah Tarbiyah and for the fellows themselves. Those two things are tightly linked and cannot be separated. If a fellow does not marry to similar fellow, the interests of the organization of course will run into obstacles. There will be conflicts of interest because there are differences in manhaj and concept, and it does not want to be experienced by both the cadres and the Jammah.

In the practice level, the endogamous marriage must go through the process of matchmaking where the role murabbi/murabbi’ah is very important. They facilitate, direct, and even accompanies the fellow during taarof process (introductions) and khiṭbah (proposals). In the process, each cadre who had entered the age of marriage or who are ready to get married are required to fill out a proposal form that has been prepared. The form contains personal data and profiles to
be filled honestly and completely. Regarding this process, informant N said:

“We are told to make a CV that includes from the smallest things to salaries to be shared and photos. After reading the CV we then decide whether to continue or not. Usually the communication between murabbi and murabbi’ah was not formal and systematic. It could be the murabbi and murabbi’ah are a married couple that the communication should not be formal. The murabbi then describes the physics between brothers and sisters ranging from the look and ethnicity. Later, if there is a new proximity of the CV, it is later exchanged. If it fits in the first phase, namely the phase of CV exchange, the fellows are newly reunited later and assisted by murabbi and murabbi’ah. The actual wedding affair is actually finished in murabbi and murabbi’ah hands, they only bring the parents for final blessing. Even if parents do not agree, then murabbi or murabbi’ah are ready to plunge.”

According to the informant IT,

“At the time of filing of the biodata that there are three cadres were submitted not one. Among these three cadres who fit for the criteria that are likely to be expected. I am as the example, so I volunteered my bio. Then there is a lady I expected (in Bios with photograph). Well, in bio proffered to me there were three photos. Suppose I choose the A, murabbi has acknowlged her data and then gives considerations such as ‘You are ideally with the C’.

However, IT refused and still put A as his choice, so murabbi agreed and then accompanied IT to do khiṭbah to her parents.

From these explanations, murabbi / murabbi’ah plays an important role in this match. The murabbi/murrabiah describes each cadre who wants to be paired to a prospective partner. The biodata and profile are common but not detailed in nature, and it will be deepened further when there is a follow-up of the exchange of personal data and each agree on.

Endogamy Marriage Factual Practices of Jamaah Tarbiyah Salatiga

An “unusual” idealization policy of course will bring up the pros and cons. In this case, there are four cases that could be described in the endogamous marriages practices among cadre of Jamaah Tarbiyah in Salatiga. First, the cadres who are married to other fellow and be happy in it without having to submit a proposal. This is experienced by informant L who confessed “I was not suggested because I’ve
found my partner myself from similar Jamaah Tarbiyah. Since I am engaged in this Jammah I prefer the same pair. For others who are still difficult to find a mate, they usually experience the procedure via murabbi to be introduced.”

Second, cadres who are married to fellow cadres and find happiness through marriage proposals from murabbi/murabbi’ah. This is experienced by informant GY and this is in accordance with what is being stated by him:

“My husband was once here staying for a long period. The religious leader stays upper of this village. My husband helped the kiai (religious leader). We met once in one day before the wedding which was directly becoming the interwine. I also met once in that time and immediately felt fit. I had not had any experience in meeting with men and still really plain. In this case I have a principle that my future husband should be like this, that. And when the ta’aruf time I’ve prepared 33 questions and I asked those all. He has 16 brothers and told me everything. So, he has understood the processes of Jamaah Tarbiyah. And my 33 questions were answered by him before the marriage. Then, the material was also obliged to be questioned. So this is not only enough to state “I love you”. Because the material is important. “

From this process, GY further stated that she immediately liked her future husband when the ta’aruf. She saw directly how he thought, how he delivered, and he fitted into GY criteria. Though she had not previously thought to get married, but when she was listening and seeing the direct exposure of her future husband, she was immediately approved his application and live a happy life with him.

Third, Tarbiyah cadres who marry the outsider but was unhappy and regretted her decision. This is experienced by informant N and informant D, Tarbiyah sisters who are married to people outside of Jamaah Tarbiyah. N said, “I am married aside through murabi/murabi’ah because the parents of my mother asked me to marry according to what has been desired by my parents as the process through murabi or murabi’ah took too long and followed many stages. Thus, my murabi or murabi’ah put the decision on my parents and did not get involved”. However, according to the confession of N that her marriage was not happy. There is a different principle in living the household. This of course led to the household becomes unharmonious and it could not find a solution.
Akhwat D also experienced the same thing and then lead to divorce. Akhwat D did not get married through matchmaking system in Tarbiyah and married to the outsider. Mother D tells us that there are regrets when the marriage took place without constituting advanced and detailed introductions. As a result, even though the marriage has been running a dozen years and blessed with three sons, but the marriage was not sustained and end up in court. Her husband filed a divorce by proposing reason that the communication could not be established well.

Fourth, Tarbiyah cadre who married to outsider and was happy with his marriage. This is experienced by brother N and sister A. According to N:

“For the business of getting married I did not want to be too intervened by murabbi. For me, marriage is the realm of the parents, not the domain of a teacher or murabbi. So I prefer to listen to what my parents words than murabbi’s words. Because I had to adjust the culture and the preaching effectiveness that it is possible if I get a pair whose concept is alike.”

The same thing is also expressed by informant A, an active Tarbiyah sister who follows Liqa’. Her murabbi’ah was very angry with her because she conveyed that she would marry a man who was not from Jamaah activist. The murabbi’ah anger is told by informants A: “If you respect me (murabbi) please cancel your wedding and I (murabbi) will find one. However I was not too obedient and still maintained my opinion. After that I crash with my murabbi, even my fellow friend of this Jammah but with diferent murabbi (to marry someone who is not a fellow) was ostracized and punished.” However, behind these outrages, there are continuous efforts undertaken by murabbi / murabbi’ah to persuade A again. Moreover, A is a potential cadre so that the return to the Jamaah Tarbiyah will always be awaited.

Capital and Habitus: The Fight Between Doxa and Heterodoxa

As being described above, basically there are pros and cons occur behind the practice of endogamous marriage among the fellow of Jammah Tarbiyah. However, of the four cases that represent the pros and cons, Jamaah Tarbiyah has great power against its cadres. This is because the level of regeneration is strict and the regeneration patterns
is continuous, so Jamaah Tarbiyah automatically has great power against its cadres and the cadres regarded it as an awareness of the way of life they have chosen.

From here, one can see that the Jamaah Tarbiyah has a strong capital. If it is seen from the capital theory of Pierre Bourdieu, Jamaah Tarbiyah has those all four capitals proposed by Bourdieu. Those are cultural capital, symbolic capital, social capital, and economic capital. First, the cultural capital. Cultural capital in the context of Jamaah Tarbiyah is in the form of how the members of Jamaah Tarbiyah receive teaching, practice, faith, worship, and homogenous religious understanding referring to an integrative foster against these cadres to create a kāffāh (true) and ideal people. By creating this phase, the next level will create cadres who have concept in accordance with the hopes of the ideals. If each cadre has an understanding of the practice, faith, and similar worship, it is easy for the cadres to get the harmony and tranquility when they are paired in a domestic bond. Therefore, for the Jamaah Tarbiyah, fostering is a strong capital which will form a cadre that can be united in a single ummah integrally in various aspects and dimensions of life.

Second, the symbolic capital. The symbolic capital is represented by the existence of obligation for Jamaah Tarbiyah to make community improvements (ummah ishlāhul) by adhering to the upright teachings of Islam. It is of course in line with what is stated by Hasan Al-Banna. According to him, “No rules and teachings that can guarantee the happiness of the human spirit and show them practical way to obtain that happiness, unless the upright teachings of Islam, according to human nature, it is clear and easy to implement” (al-Banna, 2011: 219).

From this, Jamaah Tarbiyah has a strong desire to spread the perfection of Islam in all aspects of life. Through various missionary movement done based on the manhaj (ways) outlined by the Muslim Brotherhood (IM) as an organization that unites Muslims around the world, Jamaah Tarbiyah has strong legitimacy to be able to bring Muslims toward having more attitude life, character and morals which corresponds to the values of Islam. Of legitimacy is then Jamaah Tarbiyah has prestige to be proud by its cadres. This is the symbolic capital that could be used as capital to carry out this endogamous marriages practices among the cadres.
Third, social capital. Social capital is derived from the consciousness of the cadres who have received coaching about strong creed and Islamic values. This leads to the potential of morals, character, and the Islamic faith. This then brings on a change of the way to communicate, to dress up and to interact with others who will confirm their status, prestige and dignity as fellows. The affirmation of status, prestige and dignity is then implemented on each of the missionary movement from the volunteer of Jamaah Tarbiyah which will make them as someone different from other groups and are able to provide the a good counterpart or balance in life interaction. Of course, this is being a very significant social capital. With this social capital, any organization’s policies would gain recognition and legitimacy of its own that will be shared and executed by all the parties involved. For example in this case is the endogamous marriage, where there is a necessity suggestion to marry a fellow member or cadre of Jamaah Tarbiyah that should be carried out no matter any obstacles.

Fourth, the economic capital. This Jamaah Tarbiyah economic capital is potentially enormous. This is because its members are militant and continue to evolve with the development of structured, systematic, hierarchical, remember, and sustainable regeneration. Of course this is a means of outstanding economic production, especially the militancy of its members drives the cadre to sacrifice for the benefit of the organization. According to informant N, these cadres will be willing to sacrifice and place it as a struggle to keep brotherhood and aqidah (teachings). The teaching and ḥarakah should always be running. Because there are ladder-level propaganda, the first is at individual, then the at Islamic-based family, then the Islamic society, until the Dawlah Islāmiyyah (Islamic State). For them these phases cannot be abandoned.

With these four capitals, Jamaah Tarbiyah then perform the action as the actors with power to its cadres. However, when there is a strong capital which later became the coercive capital to impose an organizational policy, there will be a symbolic violence that became the way for a social mechanism for reproducing power. In the end, the action will bring an action that creates habitus or habitual behavior.

Habitus is what will then bring doxa and the endogamous marriage can be regarded as a doxa that must be maintained and perpetuated
by this Jamaah cadres. Doxa is the dominant view that exist within an organization or group, and it must be run in a congregation as a way to keep the dignity and the struggle of Jamaah members.

From this doxa, various advantages will be born which influence is very significant on the growth and development for Jamaah Tarbiyah. There are at least two advantages that can be obtained, namely: first, when the wedding was held between fellows, there will be harmony to fight any Tarbiyah activities without any hindrance from the partner. In contrast, if one partner is not a cadre, of course there will be resistance when he/she wants to follow the activities of Liqa ‘and others.

Second, when the marriage happens between fellows, the regeneration process will continue naturally, with the birth of children who will of course be educated by parents who are both the members of Jamaah Tarbiyah. It is of course very beneficial for the growth and the development of Jamaah Tarbiyah. In addition, this will also impact on the growth and development of educational institutions owned by this organization because their children will of course be sent to Tarbiyah schools. So, there will be a strengthening on economics, education, and the regeneration from this endogamous marriage.

However, when doxa clashed with the area of personal interest, heterodoxa will appear (counter Doxa). It is then carried by the informant N and informant A when the marriage problems which is personal and is related to a private and family life (parents) has been maintained by both. They do counter confidence toward habitus that has been formed. In the end, they are ostracized, penalized, quipped, and even awarded a penalty, which makes them later quit from Jamaah Tarbiyah although there is still an effort to continue to persuade them to return to the organization.

Of the struggle between the two factions, namely between doxa and heterodoxa, at a later point in which there is a negation of the heterodoxa after marriage with a partner outside Jamaah Tarbiyah suffered a regret. There is disharmony, misunderstanding, words inequality between them, so the concept of a desirable household did not meet expectations. As a result, there is an interruption of the journey of household. This is experienced by informant D and informant N as being described above.
From the theoretical struggle, there are basically social implications happen, that when matchmaking or endogamous marriage is done. In this case, the exclusivity happens by denying the social role of family and the role of individuals. The social role of the family is putting aside the role of parents and prefer to follow murabbi, while the role of the individual is putting aside the love and the freedom of individuals to be able to choose the expected one who is the murabbi’s choice. It certainly has a great social impact in society.

However, on the one hand, the social impact of the course did not deter the Jamaah practice, considering they have a strong capital base to be able of doing coercive action against its cadres. Moreover, this Jamaah Tarbiyah is a group with a structured, systematical, and tiered cadre system so that will bring exclusivity and militancy of its members.

But on the other hand, the social impact of course cannot be denied. The social role of the family and the individual of course must be observed and respected, so it’s not exactly be the antithesis of the teachings of Islam itself, which necessitates individual freedom. Moreover, respect for parents is very vital for the life of the individual that cannot be replaced by the role of murabbi / murabbi’ah within the scope of the organization.

Conclusion

From the above discussion, basically Jamaah Tarbiyah is an exclusive group that has members who are nurtured structurally, systematically, and levelly that giving rise to the militancy of the cadres. With the existence of such militancy, Jamaah Tarbiyah has the power to act coercive in issuing the policy, including in this case is endogamous marriage, marriage between members of Jamaah Tarbiyah. This is done to keep the methodology, the dignity and the struggle of the organization. Basically this endogamous marriage is not used as a formal decision that is provised in writing. However, this endogamy marriage is based on oral conditions which is then used as a convention that must be obeyed by all the members and cadres of Jamaat Tarbiyah.

Because it is something “unusual”, of course it needs power to
be able to impose the convention to the cadres. The owned power of Jamaah Tarbiyah is relatively strong enough, considering that the regeneration and the development pattern are strong, tiered, and sustainable. Moreover, coupled with four capitals owned by Jamaah Tarbiyah, i.e. social capital, cultural capital, symbolic capital, and economic capital, so the practice of endogamous marriage has a great coercive power for the cadres.

Later, the habitus emerges which raises doxa. But, on the journey, not all doxa is run wholeheartedly by the cadres, as some are doing heterodoxa and deviate from the provisions of the organization. This is done because there is a huge social implications that have been created from the doxa practice.

Of the major social implications, there are two implications that cannot be denied, that the role of individual freedom to choose their partners without having to be bound by the organization pathways and also the social role of parents who have the right for their children in the affairs of this marriage. Therefore, Jamaah Tarbiyah certainly should not negate these two things that might become antithetical to the teachings of Islam itself to guide the cadres to do good to parents and also the guarantee for the independence of wills and do for individuals.[]
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